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“For I know the plans I have for you,”     

declares the Lord, “plans to prosper you 

and not to harm you, plans to give you hope 

and a future.” - Jeremiah 29:11 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Always do right. This will gratify 

some people and astonish the rest.” 

Mark Twain 

 

Peaches & Print 

A Publication of the Georgia  

Chapter of  UPMA 

Postmaster send change of 

address to : 

 

Scarlet Middleton 

202 Bedell Ave 

Woodbine, GA 31569-9998 
 

 

 

Peaches & Print (USPS 0013-6440) is 

published bi-monthly by the Georgia 

Chapter of United Postmasters and 

Managers of America (UPMA). 

579 Ridgeview Ct, 

Monroe, GA 30655.  

Members of the Georgia Chapter receive 

the publication as part of their annual 

dues. Others—subscription price $10 

annually. Periodical postage paid at 

Lexington, GA 30648.   

 

 

*The views expressed in this publication 

are the opinions of the writers and not 

necessarily the  opinion or the position of 

the UPMA. 
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Hope this finds you all with fond   

memories of our recent holidays. May 

the New Year be a prosperous and a healthy one for 

you and all your friends and family.  

2022 is now in the rearview mirror. Looking ahead 

into 2023, I cannot help but wonder what surprises 

this year may bring.  

With the cold snap we had the end of December, a 

fond memory of a past winter came to mind.     

Sometime in the 1970’s the temperature had taken a 

strong dip and stayed in the zero and single-digit 

range for several consecutive days. My family by 

trade were then apple tree farmers. Weather is    

critical in all that we did. That particular cold spell 

slowed down the tree digging and shipping process 

and gave us a few days to enjoy nature’s wonders. 

Daddy had often spoke of seeing the Amicalola River 

frozen at times of zero or near zero weather, but I 

had never seen such. Daddy, Great Uncle Reno, and 

I loaded up and were going to see what the river 

looked like due to all the freezing weather. On the 

ride to the river the idea to go to the Falls came to 

mind. So, a slight change and we were on our way to 

see the Amicalola Falls. 

For those of you who do not know about the Falls, as 

we all call it, Amicalola Falls is the tallest waterfall 

east of the Mississippi River, and it is right here in 

neighboring Dawson County. Our visits to the Falls 

over the years have been frequent for family gather-

ings, picnics, or just a Sunday drive. Once into the 

State Park that cold morning long ago, we drove the 

short distance to the base of the Falls, and Lord, 

what a sight. Ice as far as you could see with only a 

small trickle of water remaining. The boulders of ice 

were the most amazing sight I had ever seen. We 

were all alone. There may have been another family, 

but I only remember us three. My Uncle Reno was 

quite concerned about the ice turning loose and  

falling on us bringing instant death. We all just 

stood there in awe of the wonder before us. We 

walked to where we could see all the way up, and 

wow, to this day I have never seen anything to   

compare.  It is a lifelong memory that I will never 

forget. Daddy said he remembers that we took     

pictures. However, I cannot seem to put my finger 

on them. I mention this because with the recent 

freeze, many people shared a glimpse on social me-

dia of what we saw all those years ago. On December 

26th, 2022, I made that familiar trip to the base of 

the Falls and this time, the crowd had grown. The 

Falls were not as frozen as they were all those years 

ago. There was still a large stream of water flowing 

under the ice, but it was beautiful. People of all ages 

were there to enjoy. Our best estimate was possibly 

700-1000 people at the park.  

It is wonderful to know so many people were able to 

enjoy such a beautiful sight. I saw little ones close to 

the age I would have been all those years ago. I hope 

they can keep the memory alive as I have all these 

years. I saw older folks that may have viewed in the 

past like me. The teenagers, I was afraid were     

wondering who cut off the water at the top! Believe 

it or not some adults thought walking on a pond   

frozen in North Georgia was a good idea. Really!   

You may not have been with me at the Falls this past 

time, but I want you to be with me there in June.  

Our Georgia State Convention is going to be at the 

very beautiful natural wonder Amicalola State Park 

in Dawsonville, Georgia. The convention will be  

June 7-9. We want you to join us! Close by is      

Dawsonville, the Moonshine and Racing Museum, 

the Amicalola River, the Class 5 Rapids also known 

as the Edge of the World and beautiful Gibbs      

Gardens. I don’t think the Falls will be frozen, or I 

sure hope not in June, but you can see the beauty of 

what I have known all my life. Please make your 

plans to be with us!  

 

 

 

 Executive VP/Membership — Gina Talley  

 ~ Amicalola Falls ~                    
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Well, it sure has been cold! I am 
bringing this up because I have been 

thinking a lot about the seasons. What season 
are you in? Let me tell you a little story that 
made me start really  thinking about this. I flew 
to DC for Thanksgiving to be with my son and 
his family. I was sitting on the plane and behind 
me were two young career people. They were 
not traveling together, just sitting next to each    
other. I guess you could say I was eavesdrop-
ping and overheard them talking about their  
career paths. They were very excited and         
enthused. The picture they were painting made 
me think of early in my postal career…. what my 
plans were…. what was going to be my next 
step…. what I needed to do now for tomorrow. 
Then, in front of me, was an older couple. The 
guy was hard of hearing and the lady was       
definitely the caretaker/wife. They were talking 
about food, family and side effects of their   
medicines. WOW…. this made me think I was 
physically and literally in the middle of these 
two points of life. This brings me to the point I 
would like to make. Where are YOU?...Does it 
matter to YOU?…Wherever YOU are in this 
thing called life, come on and make plans to   
attend the UPMA State Convention this year. If 
YOU are still climbing the career ladder, YOU 
will need other people to talk to, listen to, and 
just plain enjoy. If YOU have already done your 
days in the Ol’ PO, then you need to share your 

stories, give your ideas/advice, or just plain 
laugh and enjoy everyone. I know the PO  
changes like the seasons do, but so do people. 
Today you are climbing that career ladder and 
tomorrow you will be talking about what trip 
you are going to take or even what you want for 
dinner. We all are in a different season, even if 
we are working or retired. Come on and enjoy 
the fresh air at the 2023 Georgia UPMA State 
Convention. The convention committee is  
meeting on January 16th to finalize the details. 
Watch the website gaupma.com for the          
registration 
form and    
updates. 
 
See you Soon! 
 

2nd VP/Convention Chair – Robin Bugg 

~ Baby It’s Cold Outside!!! ~ 

 

Legislative Summit 

Hyatt Regency Crystal City, Arlington VA 

March 19-22, 2023  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Georgia State Convention 

Amicalola Falls State Park 

 June 7-9, 2023 

 

 

http://gaupma.com
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 I hope everyone had a wonderful 
Christmas and wishing everyone a very Happy 
New Year! Working for the Postal Service for 36 
years, I know how crazy the peak holiday season 
can be for Postal employees and managers. Now 
that it’s over and as we head into 2023.                
I encourage you to do more for yourselves in the 
coming year.  When someone reaches old age 
you never hear them say, I wish I’d spend more 
time working! They usually say I wish I’d spent 
more time with my family or traveling, etc. So, 
take the time to do more with family and friends 
in the new year, whether it’s social events or just 
spending quality time together. Try to get more 
exercise and sleep this year. I’ve seen so many 
friends going through health issues recently and 

I’m definitely making it one of my resolutions 
this year to exercise more. It doesn’t have to be 
intense, I was reading an article recently about 
the vast benefits of walking just 2 miles a day 
(takes about 30-45 minutes a day.) When I    
exercise regularly it helps me sleep better.   

Finally, I hope you can take time to relax in the 
coming year. Whether it’s sitting on the couch 
watching TV, a beach vacation, a monthly    
massage or whatever brings you joy make time 
for it.  I try not to make New Year resolutions 
because like most people I end up not keeping 
them.  But, we only have one life so let’s make a 
resolution to be kinder to ourselves! 

 Chapter Secretary/Treasurer  - Tammy Cantrell 

~ Taking Time for Yourself & Family ~ 

Well, we made it through another 
Peak Season!  

Somehow, we always manage to make it 
through!  

As we reflect on 2022, and into our New Year –  

let’s take these thoughts into consideration: 

• What is one word that would describe your 
previous year? 

• What are you most grateful for this past 
year? 

• What obstacles did you face, and did you  
accomplish anything from them? 

• What steps did you take to achieve any    
long-term goals? 

• Do you have any regrets and what can you 
do to change them? 

• What opportunities await you? 

One goal and opportunity that everyone should 
think about is attending our great 2023         
Legislative Summit in our Nation’s Capital.  

                                                                                                                       

Mark your calendars for March 19-22, 2023. 
This is a trip that I strive to attend every year. 
We learn so much, have a great time and enjoy 
networking with everyone. As a group, we      
accomplish so much together. In participating 
in the 2022 Legislative Summit and visiting our 
congressmen we were able to say that we        
facilitated in passage of the Postal Reform Act. 
If you have never  attended, I highly                 
recommend it! Registration can be found at 
Unitedpma.org. See you there! 

 

 

 Legislative/PAC Chair—Amanda King 

~ A Reflection On 2022 ~ 
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On May 10th, 2022, the USPS and 

NALC signed a Memorandum of Understanding 

creating the Technology Integrated           

Alternate Route Evaluation and             

Adjustment Process or TIAREAP. The 

MOU states that the TIAREAP would be in     

effect for 2022- 2023 and be the only evaluation 

and adjustment process for the duration of that 

agreement. The MOU also agreed to the          

following basic principles: 

  Recognize the importance of maintaining 

routes in proper adjustment. 

 To evaluate and adjust City routes using all 

available information and technologies. 

 To create a process that reduces disputes 

and is more efficient and less intrusive. 

 To incorporate Digital Street Review, or 

DSR, technology as the primary means for 

street evaluation. 

 Applies to all routes which include casing 

and delivery of mail. 

The process was then structured with the       

following five teams: 

  National Oversight Team 

 Area/Regional Team (ART) 

 District Lead Team (DLT) 

 Route Evaluation and Adjustment Team 

(REAT) 

 Local Office Contacts (LOC) 

These two person teams were created with one 

EAS member and a NALC counterpart, to       

review route anomalies, data integrity issues 

and to resolve those issues. The two most       

important teams in this process are the REAT 

and the LOC. The REAT is responsible for    

conducting an eight week evaluation of a route 

and its adjustment by maximizing and             

reviewing data from the DSR program. The DSR 

program is like RIMS and DMS, however way 

more advanced. The LOC is responsible for    

facilitating communication between the REAT, 

Supervisors, NALC stewards and Postmasters/

Station Managers. They also conduct stand-up 

talks, identify all local issues relevant to the           

evaluation and adjustment, provide prudent  

information to the REAT and Carriers and assist 

with any territory adjustments. The REAT then 

analyses seven random weeks of a routes data, 

then an eighth week or live week is analyzed. 

The REAT then conducts carrier consultations, 

makes necessary edits and creates a PS Form 

3999 from the selected representative day. 

The TIAREAP process is completed remotely 

with no need for an adjustment team to be 

physically in the selected zone/post office.  

Team members communicate using Zoom.    

Implementation of any adjustment must take 

place 75 days from the end of the live week and 

must be in accordance with section 243 of 

Handbook M-39. Following the implementation 

of an adjustment there is a review period to   

allow for any minor changes. 

Editor — Scarlet Middleton  

Article By: Tracy Huddleston, PM Rome ~ TIAREAP ~ 
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As we start a new year, most of us 

count our blessings of the last year while pray-

ing for more blessings in the upcoming year. 

Well, this year during the Christmas season, our 

family experienced something that truly 

brought us to the reality of how fast life can 

change. On Saturday before Christmas Rodney 

suffered a couple of, as the doctor termed it, 

“baby strokes.” This is where our Christmas 

blessings began. Though he only suffered     

minimal weakness in his right hand, the doctors 

were very aggressive in finding the cause of this 

issue. After multiple tests, it was discovered a 

blockage in his carotid artery had become      

unstable.  It was determined it would be surgi-

cally removed on Wednesday, December 21. In 

addition, the doctor informed us that Rodney 

could not leave the hospital until after surgery.  

As you know, the week before Christmas is filled 

with lots of last minute preparations, mixed 

with events and other things we thought was so 

important. Funny thing, once we were informed 

of the situation and the doctor’s plans, every 

one of those “things” immediately became      

unimportant. Serious praying had already      

begun, but very extreme praying was immedi-

ate. Finally, the day of surgery came. They told 

me it would last about two hours. After three 

hours without an update, I asked the                

receptionist to check on him.  Shortly thereaf-

ter, surgeon called to inform me the surgery was 

a success, Rodney was okay, but the blockage 

was atrocious, causing the surgery to take long-

er than normal. His words, “Ms. Nix, there is no 

medical reason your husband should be alive. I 

have never  removed a blockage so large. He is a 

miracle! God is Good!” 

Yes, he went to the doctor regularly. He had 

three doctors watching this blockage for over 

two years. The surgeon did not want to do      

surgery until it was larger, but at some point, it 

had ruptured, causing particles to travel 

through the blood to the brain. After the        

surgery, his primary doctor told Rodney, “I 

could not let you go home. You had a time bomb 

in your neck. You are going to be better than  

ever now.” Did I say, “God is Good!” 

I have shared all of this with you to emphasize 

the important things in our lives. We all say we 

know what they are, but when a major trauma 

occurs is when it becomes a reality. All the little 

things that did not get completed prior to 

Christmas were just a flash in the wind. On 

Christmas Eve, as our family celebrated with a 

candlelight service, Christmas meal and        

presents, the only present anyone was interest-

ed in was Rodney, Daddy, and Granddaddy  

taking his place as the head of our family. God is 

so Good! 

We are so blessed with our Christmas miracle. I 

am sure many of you have experienced similar 

situations. May we never forget our blessings.  

Each of you are added blessings in my life. I 

want you to know how important the retirees 

are to me. I am where I am today because of 

your yesterdays. 

Please consider becoming active in our Retiree 

organization. We miss and need you. 

We can’t spell _PMA Retired without U. 

Retiree President –Louise Nix 

~ Our Christmas Miracle ~ 
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I want to thank everyone for their 

efforts during the peak season. I don’t know of 

any office that had their full compliment of   

employees. Many of you delivered mail          

everyday without so much as a thank you from 

your boss. You worked from open to close   

without any additional compensation. You did it 

because it needed to be done in order to provide 

excellent service to your customers.  

I want to talk a little more about integrity since 

that seems to be the current focus of attention. 

Integrity is what a person should have all of 

their adult life. Integrity should always be part 

of your moral compass that you live by every 

day. Integrity isn’t something you can require 

from your employees but not of yourself. One 

issue of integrity that needs to be addressed is 

non-exempt Postmasters‘ overtime and           

Supervisors’ 035 time. When a non-exempt 

Postmaster is being required to work more than 

eight hours per day and/or their SDO due to 

staffing shortages, a DM/MPOO with integrity 

would ensure the Postmaster was paid for those 

additional hours. A supervisor being required to 

work past their 8 hours or required to work 

their SDO is entitled to 035 pay. The DM/

MPOO require that all 035 time be approved in 

advance. If a supervisor is scheduled to work 

open to close or reports to work at 09:00 and 

the last carrier’s projected return time is 20:00, 

isn’t that 035 time automatically approved? I 

don’t know if the DM, MPOOs, MCSOs, or even 

the Postmasters understand the negative affect 

not paying EAS properly has on the office/

operation budget. Do you think Finance is going 

to include those workhours in next year’s   

budget when there’s no record of the hours    

being needed/used?  

I’ve asked that all the Chapter Member          

Representatives ask for the TACS “Employee All 

Report” as part of the RFI whenever discipline 

is issued to EAS. If the supervisor is not in a pay 

status, how can they be held accountable for 

something that was or wasn’t done after their 

end tour? Always remember these two         

questions when you get that call from your boss. 

• Do I need representation?  

• If the answer is no, may I bring                   

representation? 

 

 

  

 

 National Adverse Action Counselor - Roy Shaffer 

    ~ Ramblings Of An Old Man ~ 

         QR Code: members.unitedpma.org.png                         QR Code: Form 1187R—Retired Membership      

 

 

Please keep Mrs. Nora Moon in your prayers. We recently found out that 
she lost her son and grandson in 2022. Mrs. Nora turned 94 on              

December 7th. Cards can be sent to her at: 

 218 Wesley Circle, Toccoa GA 30577.   
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GEORGIA CHAPTER  UPMA  2023 SCHOLARSHIP RULES 
 

 
1. Applicant must be the child or grandchild of a Georgia Active/Retiree member to be eligible. 
 
2. Scholarship is awarded to a 2023 high school graduate. 
 
3. Applicant must be a high school senior, planning to attend an accredited college or academic institution. 
 
4. The award will be $1000.00. 
 
5. Selection of the winner is made on the basis of a GPA and no more than five extracurricular activities 
that are sanctioned by the church, school or community. A limit of two sports and two clubs will be        
considered. Selection will be made by the scholarship committee and will be approved by the president. 
 
6. A transcript from an accredited school showing the GPA must be attached to the GA UPMA scholarship 
application when submitted to the scholarship chairman for consideration. 
 
7. Winner will be notified in April by the Secretary-Treasurer. 
 
8. Winner and/or their sponsor is expected to attend the award ceremony that will take place at the UPMA 
State Convention in June. The winner will be asked to give a short acceptance speech. GA UPMA will pay 
for one night’s lodging & the banquet meal for the winner. To defray the expense of attending the banquet 
to accept the award. 
 
9. Actual funds will be mailed directly to the college in July. 
 
10. If you wish confirmation that your application was received, please send your application with USPS 
tracking or enclose a self-addressed postcard that will be returned to you. 
Visit www.gaupma.com to print the 2023 application or use the application in this 
edition of Peaches & Print. 

                                                                                                                             
DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION OFAPPLICATION IS THE LAST DAY OF FEBRUARY 2023 

 
Please do not forget to include a separate sheet with a list of extracurricular activities. The selection      
committee will consider no more than five extracurricular activities sanctioned by the church, school or 
community.  
 
Some things to remember to simplify the selection process: 
 
• Do NOT send letters of reference from teachers or community leaders. 
 
• When choosing your extracurricular activities, base your selections on those in which you have had a 

leadership role, excelled in some way, or it was meaningful to you.  
 
• A variety of activities could be helpful (sports, art, music, etc). This indicates a more well rounded-

student and future leader. 
 
• Don’t forget to send a transcript from your school showing GPA. If SAT or ACT scores are available 

submit that documentation as well.  
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GA CHAPTER UPMA 2022 Scholarship Application 
(PLEASE PRINT) APPLICANT INFORMATION 

 
Applicant 
Name:____________________________________________ 
                Last               First     MI  
 
Home Address: 
__________________________________________ 
 
City:___________________ State:  ____________  
Zip: __________  
 
Telephone: _______________________________  
 
 UPMA MEMBER INFORMATION 
__________________________________________ 
Position of sponsor (circle one)  
POSTMASTER/MANAGER/SUPERVISOR RETIRED 
 
Current or Office Retired From: 
__________________________________________  
 
Sponsor Name: 
_________________________________________________ 
   Last    First   MI 
Home Address: _____________________________ 
 
City: ___________________ State: _____________ 
Zip: _______________ 
 
Telephone: ________________________  
 
 
Signature: ______________________________Date:_________ 
The above signature certifies that you are presently a UPMA member and 
the applicant is your child or grandchild.  
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